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Abstract

The standard way of lifting a binary relation� R� from closed terms of an algebra
to open terms is to de�ne its closed�instance extension� Rci� which holds for a given
pair of open terms if and only if R holds for all their closed instantiations� In
this paper� we study alternatives for the case of �strong� bisimulation� we de�ne
semantic models for open terms� so�called conditional transition systems� and de�ne
bisimulation directly on those models� It turns out that this can be done in at
least two di	erent ways� giving rise to formal hypothesis bisimulation �fh �due to
De Simone� and hypothesis�preserving bisimilarity �hp� For open terms� we have
�strict� inclusions �fh � �hp � �ci
 for closed terms� the three relations coincide�
We show that each of these relations is a congruence in the usual sense� and we
give an alternative characterisation of �hp in terms of non�conditional transitions�
Finally� we study the issue of recursive congruence� we give general theorems for the
congruence of each of the above variants with respect to the recursion combinator�
where� however� the results we achieve for �fh and�hp hold in a more general setting
than the one for �ci�

To appear in� EXPRESS ���� Expressiveness in Languages for
Concurrency� C� Palamidessi and J� Parrow �Eds�	

� Introduction

Over the years� the theory of concurrency has given rise to the study of a
range of relations expressing that� in a certain sense� the behaviour described
by one transition system can be said to implement the behaviour described by
another� An overview of such implementation relations has been drawn up by
Van Glabbeek in �������� The criteria for implementation relations generally
include at least re	exivity 
so every system implements itself� and transitivity

so implementation steps can be combined�� meaning that they are pre�orders
many of them are additionally symmetric� and hence are in fact equivalence
relations� Denoting the class of labelled transition systems by T� a typical
implementation relation can be denoted R � T�T�
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One of the main application areas of labelled transition systems is their use
as semantic models for process calculi� Indeed� it is from this area that most of
the interest in implementation relations stems� For a given signature �� each
of the elements t� of the corresponding term algebra T� commonly gives rise
to a transition system ��t�� � T� through a set of structural operational rules
that de�ne the operational intention of each of the operators in �� A relation
R can then be lifted from T to T� by de�ning t R u to mean ��t�� R ��u�� for
arbitrary t� u � T�� This imposes a further criterion on implementation rela�
tions� namely� they had better be congruences with respect to the operators
of the signature� where R is said to be a congruence w�r�t� an n�ary operator
op � � if �i� ti R ui implies op
t�� � � � � tn� R op
u�� � � � � un��

A further step is to extend the term algebra with term variables� giving
rise to a langue T�
X� where X is the universe of variables� Term variables
are used for at least two di�erent purposes� �rstly� to allow reasoning about
implementation relations on the level of the language� using an equational
proof system and secondly� to de�ne higher�order language constructors� in
the form of binders B
x� � for every x � X� The best known binder in process
calculus is the recursion combinator� B
x� � � rec x� � which recursively binds
x to its operand furthermore� recently there has been a growing interest in
higher�order calculi� featuring functional binders that bind variables to actual
parameters to be provided by application or communication see� e�g�� �����

The primary operation on free 
i�e�� non�bound� term variables is their
substitution by an actual term� We use t�u�x� to denote the replacement�
within t � T�
X�� of every occurrence of the variable x � X by 
a copy of�
u � T�
X�� 
This notion of substitution is modi�ed by the presence of binders
B
y� t�� in t� the y�occurrences in t� cannot be replaced by substitution� and
moreover� y is not allowed to be free in u� since such free occurrences would
be bound in the resulting term� These problems are well documented in the
context of the ��calculus see ����� Two typical substitution�based rules are�

t v u

v�t�x� v v�u�x�

t v u

t�v�x� v u�v�x�

The rule on the left expresses that the relation v is preserved by insertion�
which is quite close to the property of congruence mentioned above 
in the
presence of binders� due to the restictions on variable capturing� the two no�
tions are not quite the same� the rule on the right expresses thatv is preserved
by instantiation�

Open terms� i�e�� terms with free variables� are not covered by the above
semantic mapping �� ��� and hence are not subject to direct comparison under
R� The standard approach to deal with this is to extend �� �� with a function
f �X� T� which maps all free variables to sub�terms and then interprets the
resulting 
closed� term as before� t Rci u� the closed�instance extension of R�
is then de�ned to mean �f � ��t��f R ��u��f � In other words� R

ci is the largest
conservative extension of R that is preserved by instantation� However� this
is by no means the only possible de�nition� One may alternatively regard
preservation under instantiation as a necessary property only� and consider
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extensions of R that are stricter than Rci�

The approach studied in this paper is to extend the class of models T� so
as to include term variables on the level of the semantics� Open terms can
then be mapped directly to semantic objects in T
X�� and extensions of R
can be de�ned on T
X� and lifted to the level of the language without relying
on intermediate mappings� For this purpose� in Section � we �rst de�ne an
abstract semantic notion of substitution called substitution system� and then
construct the class T
X� of conditional transition systems� In Section �� we
then study the implementation relation of bisimilarity over conditional transi�
tion systems� Apart from closed�instance bisimilarity 
�ci�� which is obtained
through the standard approach outlined above� we apply an idea due to De
Simone ��� to de�ne two weaker notions� formal hypothesis and hypothesis pre�
serving bisimilarity 
respectively �fh and �hp�� 
In the more restricted setting
of ���� these notions coincide�� We also give an alternative characterisation of
�hp in terms of the standard� non�conditional semantics� as substitutive bisim�
ilarity 
�sb�� which is de�ned by requiring that the underlying bisimulation
relation 
and not just the resulting bisimilarity� is preserved under instantia�
tion� in addition to satisfying the usual matching criteria� We feel that this
alternative characterisation provides strong evidence for the viability of �hp�

We proceed to prove that each of the three bisimilarity relations is pre�
served by substitution and instantiation� We then turn to the issue of congru�
ence with respect to recursion� which is a binder rather than an operator� In
Section �� we show that in the class of conditional transition systems under
study� �ci can fail to satisfy the above property� whereas both of the weaker
forms of bisimilarity� �fh and �hp� are always preserved by recursion�

Section � contains a comparison of this paper�s results with� among others�
the work on SOS formats by De Simone ���� Bloom� Istrail and Meyer ���
and Groote and Vaandrager ����� on contexts by Larsen and Xinxin ����� on
bisimilarity in functional programming by Howe and others ���������� and in
higher�order calculi by Sangiorgi ����� Due to lack of space� most of the proofs
have been omitted a full version is available as �����

� Conditional operational semantics

In this section we recall the notions of term variables and open terms and
we discuss their operational semantics� To deal adequately with term vari�
ables� we extend the usual structural operational rules� using the notion of
environments known from type systems�

Notation� Throughout this paper� we use A �� B to denote the space of
partial functions from A to B� i�e�� functions whose domain of de�nition�
denoted dom
f�� is a subset of A� The totally unde�ned function is denoted
� hence dom
�� � 	� For f� g�A�� B and C � A� we de�ne restriction�
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exclusion and union of partial functions as follows�

f dC� a 
� f
a� if a � dom
f� � C

f n C� a 
� f
a� if a � dom
f� n C


f � g�� a 
�

�
f
a� if a � dom
f�
g
a� if a � dom
g�

f � g is well�de�ned only if f d dom
g� � g d dom
f�� Finally� we de�ne
idA � fa 
� a j a � Ag� The space of total functions is denoted A � B as
usual hence if f �A� B then dom
f� � A�
A �Fin B denotes that A is a �nite subset of B� and Fin
B� denotes the

set of �nite subsets of B�

��� Basic concepts�

The technique of S tructural Operational Semantics has been widely used
in process calculi 
see� e�g�� ����� and� more recently� functional calculi 
see�
e�g�� ������ It consists of derivation rules that allow to infer transitions of a
given term from known transitions of other 
usually sub��terms� A structural
operational rule takes the general form

fti 
�i� t�i j i � Ig

u �� u�

Such rules are more appropriately called rule schemata because they can be
applied to many di�erent concrete terms� the identi�ers ti� t

�
i� u� u

� generally
contain 
or are themselves� meta�variables� which are instantiated in each
application� This view has been worked out in great formal detail in the work
on SOS formats see� e�g�� ���������

One kind of language construct that this type of rule is not very well suited
to deal with is that of term variables� as used for recursion in �rst�order calculi
like CCS 
cf� ������ for communication in higher�order calculi 
cf� ����� and for
parameter passing in functional calculi 
cf� ����� Indeed� with some exceptions

e�g�� ����� the usual operational semantics only deals with closed terms that
is� terms in which all term variables are bound by� respectively� recursion�
communication or function abstraction�

Even if� at �rst sight� they seem to play the same role� meta�variables
and term variables are really di�erent concepts� which cannot be made to
coincide� This is because their respective notions of substitution di�er for
bound variables�

Example 
�� �x�M is a ��calculus term in which x is a term variable and M
a meta�variable� M stands for any term� possibly containing x� For instance�
the identity function �x�x is an instance of �x�M � On the other hand� �x�y
is a concrete ��calculus term with no meta�variable but with the free term
variable y� a term substituted for y may not contain x� since this would result
in the �capture of a free variable�	 see� e�g�� 
��� For instance� 
�x�y��x�y�
does not yield the identity function interpreting terms up to alpha�conversion
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�i�e�� renaming of bound variables� it yields �z�x for some z �� x�

The di�erence between term variables and meta�variables becomes espe�
cially clear in the treatment of recursion in the research on SOS formats�
mentioned above� Recursion is �tted into these formats at the price of forbid�
ding meta�variables within recursive subterms� i�e�� in the range of a variable
binder 
thus� recursive terms are e�ectively turned into constants of the lan�
guage�� In this way� one can restrict the instantiation of meta�variables to
closed terms only�

The following de�nition formalises many of the basic concepts used in the
remainder of the paper� including that of variable binding and the correspond�
ing notion of substitution�

De�nition 
�


� A signature is a set �� which can be partitioned into operators �O and
binders �B� For every op � �O� �
op� � N denotes the arity of op�

� Given a set of variables X� the term algebra T�
X� is given by
� variables x � X�
� terms op
t�� � � � � t��op��� where op � �O and �� � i � �
op�� ti � T�
X��
� bound terms B
x� t�� where B � �B� x � X and t � T�
X��

� A binary relation R � T�
X�� T�
X� is called op�congruent for op � �O

if �� � i � �
op�� ti R ui implies op
t�� � � � � t��op�� R op
u�� � � � � u��op���
and B�congruent for B � �B if t R u implies B
x� t� R B
x� u��

� The function var� T�
X� � Fin
X�� returning the free variables of a term�
is de�ned by
� var
x� � fxg�
� var
op
t�� � � � � t��op�� �

S
��i���op� var
ti��

� var
B
x� t�� � var
t� n fxg�
A term t is called closed if var
t� � 	� and open otherwise�

� A substitution function is a �nite partial function f �X �� T�
X�� We
denote var
f� �

S
x�dom�f� var
f
x�� for the free variables in the f �images�

and we write f � ff
x��x j x � dom
f�g�

� Syntactic substitution is denoted t�f � where f �X �� T�
X� and is partially
de�ned by
� x�f � � f
x� if x � dom
f�� otherwise x�f � � x�
� op
t�� � � � � t��op���f � � op
t��f �� � � � � t��op��f ���
� B
x� t��f � � B
y� t�y�x��f �� where y �� dom
f� � var
f��
We also write t�u��x�� � � � � un�xn� for t�fui�xi j � � i � ng�� as well as f �g� �
ff
x��g��x j x � dom
f�g

� Bound variable names may be freely renamed� resulting in the smallest con�
gruence � over T�
X� such that B
x� t� � B
y� t�y�x�� for all y �� var
t��

Note that the concepts of free variables and syntactic substitution are
well�de�ned up to bound variable renaming� as formalised in �� Moreover�
syntactic substitution� which is only partially de�ned over binders� becomes
total if we allow the choice of a representative modulo � 
and X is large
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enough� i�e�� we can always �nd a z so that B
x� t��f � � B
y� t�y�x��f �� where
y �� dom
f��var
f�� We will therefore interpret term algebras up to �� In the
sequel� we will assume a universe of term variables X that is �large enough��

Example 
� We recall the case of CCS �cf� Milner 
����� Let A be a global
set of �abstract� action names� ranged over by a� b� c� � � �� and A a �disjoint�
set of corresponding co�names� so that A � fa j a � Ag� Let L � A � A and
L� � L � f�g� ranged over by �� �� 	� let � � � and a � a� CCS is given
by the signature � � �O � �B� where �O � f� � �� � � � j � nA � �
�g
and �B � frec � g� where � � L� � A � A and 
�A � A are arbitrary� i�e��
actually give rise to sets of operators�

��� Conditional transitions

We now set out to repair the perceived limitation of standard SOS mentioned
above� For that purpose� we adopt a technique from type systems 
cf� ��������
which ultimately goes back to sequents in formal logic 
cf� ������ we make
assumptions or hypotheses about the free variables in a term� and state the
existence of transitions under such hypotheses� That is� our basic predicates
will not be simple transitions anymore� but conditional transitions� which are
formulae of the form

x� 
��� x��� � � � � xn 

�n� x�n � t �� t�

where the xi� x
�
i are term variables� the �i are elements of some label set L� and

t� t� are terms� The xi 
�i� x�i are hypotheses the set fxi 

�i� x�i j � � i � ng is
called an environment� We use ��� to range over environments� The above
conditional transition states that if the term variables xi� x

�
i are instantiated�

say by terms ti� t
�
i � T�� in such a way as to turn the hypothesised transi�

tion xi 
�i� x�i into an actual transition ti 

�i� t�i� then t�t��x�� � � � �t�n�x
�
n� 

��
t��t��x�� � � � �t

�
n�x

�
n� holds� This has to be extended to take into account that

the ti 
�i� t�i themselves may be conditional�

There is an immediate connection between a conditional transition of the
above form and a corresponding standard SOS rule where the xi 

�i� x�i are
premises rather than hypotheses� Both would seem to say exactly the same
thing� except for the rather formalistic di�erence that the x�s are really term
variables rather than meta�variables� The distinction between the two kinds
of statement becomes clear when considering equivalences over 
conditional�
transitions see Section � below�

Notation� The source variables of an environment � are denoted src � �
fx j 
x �� x�� � �g and the target variables tgt � � fx� j 
x �� x�� � �g
they are combined in var � � src � � tgt �� We also denote root � � src � n
tgt �� The class of environments over a given set X of variables is denoted
E
X�� If � � E
X� and 
�X �� X such that dom
 � var �� we de�ne the
renaming of � as 

�� � f

x� �� 

x�� j 
x �� x�� � �g�

In general� an environment may contain hypotheses xi 
�i� xi�� for a given

sequence of variables x� � � �xn� expressing a combined hypothesis about a se�
quence of transitions starting from 
the instantiation image of� x�� This is
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called look�ahead in ����� Alternatively� there may be multiple hypotheses with
the same source variable 
called branching in ������ as in fx �� y� x �� zg�
as well as transition loops 
corresponding to in�nite look�ahead� or multi�
ple hypotheses with the same target variable� Not all of these combinations
of hypotheses are useful� and some of them cause grave technical problems�
We therefore impose a restriction on environments� the basic intuition behind
which is that any variable encountered along a sequence of hypotheses must
be fresh� To formulate this� we combine sequences of hypotheses by writing
x� 

������n�� xn if 
xi�� 
�i� xi� � � for all � � i � n�

De�nition 
��

� An environment � is called well�formed if x ��� x implies � � � and
xi 

�i�� y for i � �� � implies that either x� 
��� x	 such that �� � ��	� or

x	 
��� x� such that �	 � ����

� A conditional transition � � t �� t� is called well�formed if � is well�formed
and var
t�� � var �� var
t�� and pure if in addition var
t�� var � � root��

For instance� if � is well�formed and 
xi 
�i� x�i� � � for i � �� �� then xi ��

x�i 
hypotheses are irre	exive� and x
�
� � x�	 implies x� � x	 and �� � �	 
target

variables are fresh�� In fact� hierarchical environments precisely correspond
to �nite edge�labelled forests� with the variables as nodes� the target variables
that are not also source variables as leafs� and the source variables that are
not also target variables as roots 
hence the notation root � for the latter��

The class of hierarchical environments is not closed under ordinary set
union� since that can easily introduce cycles in the hypotheses� If � and �
are hierarchical� then a su cient condition is var � � tgt� � 	 
or its sym�
metrical variant�� Hierarchical environments are not closed under renaming
either however� if � is hierarchical and 
� var �� X is injective� then 

�� is
hierarchical�

In the sequel� we will always implicitly assume environments to be hierar�
chical we write E
X� to denote the class of hierarchical environments over a
set of variables X� Furthermore� we will always implicitly assume conditional
transitions to be well�formed� Finally� essentially all transitions will be pure�
although we do allow impure transitions� in order to avoid some technical
complications see also Examples ��� and ���� below�

In Section �� we study conditional transitions an sich� on the level of a
semantic model rather than a speci�c term algebra� In the remainder of this
section� we return to the subject of SOS rules� which now need to be extended
to cover conditional transitions�

��� Conditional operational rules�

An operational rule for conditional transitions has the following form�

f�i � ti 
�i� t�i j i � Ig

� � u �� u�

�
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It is seen that there are two levels of conditions in such a rule� �rst� the
hypotheses in the individual environments� and second� the premises of the
rule !which themselves also may have hypotheses� Whereas hypotheses range
exclusively over term variables� on the level of rules we use meta�variables� just
as in standard SOS we will not formalise this� however� but rather rely on
common mathematical practice� Derivation rules can be combined into proof
trees in the standard way� We write � j� t �� t� to denote that there is a
proof tree with � � t �� t� at the root� Given a signature �� we distinguish
several types of conditional operational rules�

Administrative rules� These deal exclusively with the notions of term vari�
ables� hypotheses and substitution� The variable rule states that anything
is true if it is hypothesised to be true� and the weakening rule expresses that
adding hypotheses will not invalidate a transition�

x �� x� � x �� x�
R�

� � t �� t�

��� � t �� t�
R	

The substitution rule states what happens if hypotheses are ful�lled�

� � t �� t� �
x �� x�� � ��� � x�f � �� x��f �

� � t�f � �� t��f �
R


Operator rules� Axioms 
i�e�� rules with zero premises� with a single opera�
tor as source term� whose operands are given by distinct variables i�e�� rules
of the form

� � op
x�� � � � � x��op�� 
�� t�

R�

where op � �O� xi � X are distinct variables for all � � i � �
op�� and the
conclusion is a pure transition 
see De�nition ����� For instance� Table �
gives operator rules for the CCS signature 
see Example �����

Binder rules� Rules with a binder application in the source term� The pri�
mary example used here is the recursion rule of CCS 
see Example �����

� � t�rec x� t�x� �� t� 
x �� var ��

� � rec x� t �� t�
R�

Note that� although all operator rules are pure� using R
 it is easy to derive
impure transitions�

Example 
�� Rule R
 together with the axioms of Table � quite naturally
gives rise to impure transitions for instance� x �� y � x � b�y �� y�

Again comparing the hypotheses of a conditional transition to the premises
of a standard SOS rule� and the transition itself to the conclusion of such a
rule� it can be seen that the operator axioms above correspond to pure xyft�
rules in the sense of ���� a subclass of the tyft�tyxt�format studied in �����
With respect to binders� we concentrate on one speci�c rule� namely that

�
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Table �
Conditional operational semantics for CCS terms

� ��x ��� x R

x ��� x� � x� y ��� x� R�

x ��� x� � y � x ��� x� R�

x ��� x� � x j y ��� x� j y R�

x ��� x� � y j x ��� y j x� R��

x ��� x�� y ��� y� � x j y ��� x� j y� R��

x ��� x� � xnA ��� x�nA for all � �� A 	A R�	

x ��� x� � x�� �
����
��� x��� R�


of the recursion combinator a general study of binder rule formats� though
certainly interesting� is outside the scope of this paper�

De�nition 
�� A conditional transition system speci�cation �CTSS� S over a
signature � is a set of conditional operational rules including all administrative
rules and any number of operator and binder rules� S is called recursion�based
if �B � frec � g and the only binder rule is R��

In a CTSS�derived conditional transition system� any given conditional
transition can be derived in many di�erent ways� for instance by varying the
precise points at which the substitution rule R
 is applied� The following�
proof�theoretic result is quite important for some of the results later on� it
shows that in transition proofs� the use of the substitution rule R
 can be
limited to quite speci�c cases�

Lemma 
�� In a recursion�based CTSS S� the set of derivable conditional
transitions is unchanged if we remove the substitution rule R
 and replace
each operator rule � � op
x�� � � � � xn� 

�� t� by a specialised instance of R


f� � ux 
�� ux� j 
x �� x�� � �g

� � op
ux�� � � � � uxn� 
�� t��ux�x� ux��x���x��x����

In fact� R
 can be regarded as a kind of cut rule� so that the result above
states a cut�elimination property cf� ����� Proofs in the alternative rule sys�
tem of Lemma ��� are closer to the standard operational semantics� since
essentially nothing happens with the hypotheses� For expository purposes�
we prefer the original formulation� because it illuminates the di�erences and
innovative aspects of conditional operational semantics� and makes the format
for operator rules much simpler�
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� Conditional transition systems

We now have a notion of conditional transitions over a term algebra we could
use that directly as a basis for the de�nition of the implementation relations
we are interested in� However� this would give rise to an apparently ad hoc
notion� To provide some more generality� we prefer to abstract a bit from the
syntactic issues of the previous section� and de�ne the models we are working
with as objects in their own right�

De�nition �� A substitution system is a tuple 
O�X� var� � �� h i� where

� O is a set of objects� ranged over by o� p� q�

� X is a set of variables� ranged over by x� y

� var�O � Fin
X� is a function yielding the free variables of an object�

� � ��O � 
X �� O�� O denotes a substitution operator o�f � indicates the
object obtained by substituting f
x� for every occurrence of the variables
x � dom
f� in the object o�

� h i�X � O is an embedding of the variables in the objects hxi indicates
the object corresponding precisely to the variable x�

The following properties are required to hold �see the start of Section � and
De�nition ��� for notational conventions�

�i� o�f � � o�f d var
o�� and o��� � o�

�ii� o�f ��g� � o�f �g� � 
f n dom
g����

�iii� var
o�f �� � 
var
o� n dom
f�� � var
f d var
o���

�iv� var
hxi� � fxg and o�hxi�x� � hxi�o�x� � o�

We usually omit the components var� � � and h i� leaving them implicit�
The above de�nition is by no means a complete characterisation of the concept
of substitution however� it su ces for our purpose� It is not di cult to check
that term algebras generate substitution systems�

Proposition �
 For any signature �� the tuple 
T�
X����X� var� � �� h i��
where hxi � x for every x � X� is a substitution system�

A special class of substitution functions just maps variables onto 
em�
bedded� variables� Given a �nite partial function 
�X �� X� we de�ne
h
i� dom

�� O as x 
� h

x�i for all x � dom

�� Substitution behaves as
an operator on objects hence� if we have a binary relation over objects� we
can de�ne the usual preservation properties�

De�nition � Let 
O�X� be a substitution system and R � O�O a binary
relation� R is

� preserved by instantiation if p R q implies �o � O� x � X� p�o�x� R q�o�x��

� preserved by insertion if p R q implies �o � O� x � X� o�p�x� R o�q�x��

Note that the strength of these semantic properties depends on the de�
gree to which objects can be constructed by substitution� In particular� in a
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term algebra� preservation by insertion is stronger than operator congruence�
but does not imply binder congruence� since bound terms cannot always be
constructed by substitution�

Example �� Assume that R is preserved by insertion in the substitution
system generated by the CCS�signature �see Example ����� It follows that R
is a congruence for all operators of CCS for instance� if t R u then a�t �
a�x�t�x� R a�x�u�x� � a�u� In fact� if x �� var
t� � var
u� then also

rec x� a�x � t � v�t�y� R v�u�y� � rec x� a�x � u

where v � rec x� a�x � y and y �� x� showing that preservation under insertion
is in some cases applicable to binders as well� However� t R u does not imply
rec x� t R rec x�u� since due to the rules for substitution w�r�t� bound variables�
there is no term v such that rec x�t � v�t�y� for all t� In particular� v � rec x�y
does not do the trick�

Substitution systems are used to de�ne conditional transition systems�
which will form our basic semantic models�

De�nition �� A conditional transition system T is a tuple 
L� S�X�E� j���
where

� L is a set of labels� ranged over by �� �� 	�

� S is a set of states� ranged over by p� q� s�

� 
S�X� is a substitution system�

� E � E
X� is a set of hierarchical environments�

� j� � E � 
S � L� S� is a set of well�formed conditional transitions�


�� 
s� �� s��� � j� is denoted � j� s �� s�� or sometimes also s �� s� if � �
	� We usually omit the components L and E� leaving them implicit moreover�
we write ST � XT and j�T for the remaining components of T � dropping the
index when it is clear from the context� The class of conditional transition
systems over a set of variables X is denoted T
X�� It can be seen that a
transition system� in the standard sense� is a conditional transition system in
which E � f	g� Alternatively� any set of conditional operational rules gives
rise to a conditional transition system�

Proposition �� If S is an arbitrary set of conditional operational rules over
a signature �� then TS � 
T�
X����X� j�� is a conditional transition system�

��� Soundness and completeness�

The intended meaning of a transition � j� s �� s� is that s�f � �� s��f �
holds if f satis�es the hypotheses in �� The satisfaction of an environment
involves a suitable instantiation of the variables� so that for each assumption
there is an actual transition of the instances� Formally� an environment �
is satis�ed by a substitution function f �X �� S� under further hypotheses
�� denoted � j� f sat �� if 
x �� x�� � � implies � j� hxi�f � �� hx�i�f ��
We call a conditional transition system sound if� whenever the environment
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of a conditional transition is satis�ed by a given substitution function� the
resulting instantiated transition also holds�

De�nition �� A conditional transition system is called sound if

� � j� � sat � for all � � E�
� � j� s �� s� and � j� f sat � implies � j� s�f � �� s��f ��

Example �� In the conditional transition system generated by Table � in
combination with R�� we have � j� x � y �� x� and � j� xjy �� x�jy where
� � � � fx �� x�g� hence � j� f sat � where f
x� � xjy� f
x�� � x�jy and
f
y� � z� Soundness then implies � j� 
xjy� � z �� x�jy�

Note that this transition can also be derived using Rule R
� Indeed� com�
paring De�nition ��� and Rule R
 it becomes clear that they express precisely
the same property� Also R� clearly corresponds to the �rst requirement of
soundness�

The dual property of soundness is completeness� Where soundness ex�
presses that all hypothesised transitions are indeed derivable� completeness
states that variables have no outgoing transitions except those that are hy�
pothesised and where soundness expresses that every instantiation of a con�
ditional transition is again a conditional transition� completeness states that
every conditional transition of an instantiated object can be derived using an
�explanatory� pure conditional transition of the original object�

De�nition �� A conditional transition system is called complete if

� For all � j� hxi �� s�� there is a 
x �� x�� � � such that s� � hx�i�
� For all � j� s�f � �� s�� there is a pure � j� s �� s�� and a substitution
function f � � f such that � j� f � sat � and s� � s���f ���

Example ��� As seen in Example ���� Table � allows to derive the impure
x a� y j� x� b�y �� y� This impurity� however� is coincidental for instance�
there is an �explanatory	 pure transition x a� y j� x � z a� y� from which
the impure one can be inferred by instantiating z as b�y�

Example ��� Due to completeness� transitions from closed terms are essen�
tially non�conditional if s is closed and � j� s �� s� then j� s �� s�� For
there must exist a pure � j� s �� s�� and a function f � such that s���f �� � s��
hence � � 	 and s�� is closed� implying s�� � s���f � � s��

In the sequel� we implicitly assume conditional transition systems to be
sound and complete� If we regard CTSS�generated conditional transition sys�
tems� then soundness and completeness of the operator rules follow from the
rule format� For binder rules we have no general syntactic format however�
as a speci�c case� the recursion rule is sound and complete� This gives rise to
the following theorem�

Theorem ��
 If S is a recursion�based CTSS� then TS is sound and com�
plete�

The main di culty is to show that Rule R
 preserves completeness� Here�
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Lemma ��� is a great help� using the alternative rule system proposed there�
the completeness proof becomes straightforward�

� Bisimulation

We consider the notion of bisimulation for conditional transition systems� At
this point� we can reap the bene�ts of our choice to take the more abstract
approach of regarding conditional transition systems as semantic objects in
their own right� rather than purely in the context of a given signature� The
de�nitions and results of this section are entirely syntax�independent�

First� we recall the standard de�nition of bisimulation for open states�
As recounted in the introduction� this is obtained by considering all closed
instantiations� We call this closed�instance bisimulation� In the following� Scl

denotes the set of closed states in S� i�e�� Scl � fs � S j var
s� � 	g�

De�nition ��� Let T be a conditional transition system�

� A closed�instance 
ci�� bisimulation relation over T is a symmetrical relation
R � Scl�Scl� such that p R q implies that for all p �� p�� there is a q �� q�

with p� R q��

� Two states p� q � S are said to be closed�instance bisimilar� denoted p �ci

q� if there is a ci�bisimulation relation R such that p�f � R q�f � for all
f � 
var
p� � var
q��� Scl�

Since it deals with closed objects only� closed�instance bisimulation does
not take hypotheses into account in any way 
see also Example ������ In order
to adapt the above de�nition to the concept of hypotheses� we extend the
bisimulation condition to open terms and conditional transitions� by requiring
equality of environments� That is� to match up a transition � j� p �� p� with
a transition � j� q �� q�� we require not only � � � but also � � �� This
gives rise to a relation studied before by De Simone ���� which he called formal
hypothesis bisimulation�

De�nition ��
 Let T be a conditional transition system�

� A formal hypothesis 
fh�� bisimulation relation over T is a symmetrical
relation R � S � S� such that p R q implies that for all � j� p �� p�� there
is a � j� q �� q� with p� R q��

� Two states p� q � S are said to be formal hypothesis bisimilar� denoted
p �fh q� if there is an fh�bisimulation relation R such that p R q�

By completeness it follows that we may as well check the matching con�
dition only for pure transitions� An example showing the di�erence between
�ci and �fh is the following�

Example �� Consider an extension of CCS with a family of unary operators
doia
 � with i � N and a � A� whose behaviour for all i � � is described by the
following rule

x a� x� � doia
x� 
a� doi��a 
x�� �
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There are no rules for do�a
x�� Hence� intuitively� do
i
a
t� can only �let through	

a sequence of at most i a�transitions of t� as a special case� do�a
t� is deadlocked
for arbitrary a and t� Now consider the terms

t � b do�a
x� � b�a�� � b��
�ci

��fh
b�a�� � b�� � u

The interesting issue is to match the transition j� t�v�x� b� do�a
v� of the left
hand term �where v is �xed but arbitrary� If v is closed� do�a
v� can behave
in only one of two basic ways either it has no transition �in which case the

b�transition in question can be matched by u�v�x� b� ��� or it has a single
a�transition leading to a deadlocked state do�a
v

�� for some v� �in which case

the b�transition can be matched by u�v�x� b� a���� Hence we have t �ci u� On
the other hand� if v � x then for the above b�transition there is no transition
of u that matches up to formal hypothesis bisimulation

� j� u b� a��� after which j� a�� a� � has no match from do�a
x�� or

� j� u b� �� after which x a� x� j� do�a
x� 
a� do�a
x

�� has no match from ��

At �rst sight� �fh would seem the natural and� indeed� only sensible way to
extend bisimulation to conditional transitions� However� as we will show� there
are arguments in favour of yet another variant� Namely� environments can be
treated as persistent� in that any hypothesis made concerning a variable�s
behaviour while matching up particular states is retained �for future use��
Formally� the corresponding bisimulation relations are environment�indexed
families of binary relations� where the index lists the assumptions made in the
past� and is augmented each time a match is made� 
A similar setup exists for
several other versions of bisimularity� such as symbolic ��"�� history�preserving
���� and locality ������

De�nition ��� Let T be a conditional transition system�

� A hypotheses�preserving 
hp�� bisimulation relation over T is a family of
symmetrical relations 
R����E � S � S� such that p R� q implies that for
all � j� p �� p� with tgt� � var � � 	� there is a � � � j� q �� q� with
p� R��� q��

� Two states p� q � S are said to be hypotheses�preserving bisimilar� denoted
� j� p �hp q� if there is an hp�bisimulation relation 
R����E such that
p R	 q�

Example ��� is also applicable to hp�bisimulation it shows that �hp and
�ci are di�erent� The following example illustrates the di�erence between �fh

and �hp� 	

Example ��� Consider CCS extended with doia
 �� as in Example ���� Now

� In the setting of De Simone ���	 where �fh was 
rst proposed	 copying of variables is
not allowed� In that case	 past hypotheses cannot in�uence any future transitions	 which
implies that �fh and �hp coincide�
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consider the terms

t � do�a
x�jdo
�
a
x� � a�a��

��fh

�hp
a�a�� � u

The interesting issue is to match the transition x a� x� j� t a� do�a
x
��jdo�a
x�

of the left hand term �or its symmetric equivalent�� There is no transition of
u that matches this up to formal hypothesis bisimulation the only possibility
is x a� x� j� u a� a��� after which j� a�� a� � has no �non�conditional�
counterpart in do�a
x

��jdo�a
x�� Hence we have t ��fh u� On the other hand�
consider �the symmetric closure of� the following relations

R	� f
t� u�� 
a��� a���� 
�� ��g

Rfxa�x�g� f
do
�
a
x

��jdo�a
x�� a���� 
do
�
a
x�jdo

�
a
x

��� a����


do�a
x
��jdo�a
x

��� ��� 
a��� a���� 
�� ��g

These give rise to an hp�bisimulation relation� In particular� the right hand
side transition a�� a� � of the pair 
do�a
x

��jdo�a
x�� a��� can be matched� given
the preserved hypothesis x a� x�� by do�a
x

��jdo�a
x� 
a� do�a
x

��jdo�a
x
��� Hence

we have t �hp u�

Note that� typically� the transition ��� j� q �� q� required in the match�
ing criterion is not pure� since � consists of �past� hypotheses� among which
may very well be ones having variables of q as source or target variables� In
fact� this is illustrated by the relation Rfxa�x�g in the above example� This
shows why we have not forbidden impure transitions altogether�

A clear practical disadvantage of hypotheses�preserving bisimilarity is the
fact that it relies on an indexed family of relations� where the index grows
with each step 
depending on the set of hypotheses of that step�� However�
due to completeness� in order to check the bisimilarity conditions for p R� q�
it su ces to check them for p R� q� where � is the largest subset of � such
that var� � var � � 
var
p� � var
q��� This implies that the index of the
bisimulation relation can often be decreased or done away with altogether� so
that checking the relation may be practically feasible�

We now state some properties of the above bisimilarities� The proofs are
omitted due to space restirctions however� see ����� The �rst result is a strict
inclusion of strengths�

Theorem ��� �fh � �hp � �ci�

The next point is that� although we have three di�erent notions of bisimi�
larity� their di�erence lies in treatment of free variables� This is in accordance
with our intention to study open term bisimulation� Formally� this means that
on closed states� the relations should coincide� In the following proposition�
�dS � abbreviates � � 
S � � S ���

Theorem ��� 
�ci dScl� � 
�hp dScl� � 
�fh dScl��

Finally� each of the bisimilarities satis�es the preservation properties of
De�nition ����
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Theorem ��� �ci� �hp and �fh are preserved by insertion and instantiation�

Yet another variant of bisimilarity can be de�ned by allowing open terms
in bisimulation relations� but matching up only non�conditional transitions�
By itself� this does not yield a useful relation� for instance� every variable
x would be identi�ed with the deadlock constant �� since neither has any
non�conditional transitions� This de�ciency� however� can be repaired by
strengthening the bisimulation criterion� in addition to the usual matching
of transitions� one requires bisimulation relations 
rather than just the result�
ing bisimilarity� to be closed under substitution� Hence� 
x� �� could never
appear in any bisimulation relation because after applying a���x� the terms x
and � develop quite distinct transitions� This principle gives rise to the follow�
ing de�nition 
strongly reminiscent of open bisimilarity in ���� note however
that here we substitute terms not channels��

De�nition ��� Let T be a �conditional or standard� transition system�

� A substitutive bisimulation 
sb�� relation is a symmetric relation R � S�S
such that p R q implies that for all f �X �� S and all p�f � �� p�� there is
a q�f � �� q� with p� R q��

� Two states p and q are said to be substitutive bisimilar� denoted p �sb q� if
there is an sb�bisimulation relation R such that p R q�

Hence� substitutive bisimilarity di�ers from closed�instance bisimilarity in
two respects� it is de�ned directly over open terms� and the bisimulation re�
lations are substitution closed� All the same� substitutive bisimilarity is just
as independent of formal hypotheses as closed�instance bisimilarity� Interest�
ingly� hypotheses�preserving and substitutive bisimilarity coincide� under an
assumption concerning the existence of particular kinds of states�

De�nition ���� Let T be a conditional transition system�

� For � � L� an ��pre�x is a state s� � S with var
s�� � fxg for some
x � X� such that � j� s� 

�� s� i� � � � and s� � hxi�

� A choice object is a state s� � S with var
s�� � fx� yg for some distinct
x� y � X� such that � j� s� 

�� s� i� either � j� hxi �� s� or � j� hyi �� s��

Clearly� for instance� the pre�x and choice operators of CCS give rise to
these respective objects� Accordingly� we will write ��p for s��p�x� and p � q
for s��p�x� q�y�� The following theorem then states the correspondence of
hypothesis�preserving and substitutive bisimulation�

Theorem ���� In the presence of choice and pre�x objects� �hp � �sb�

The proof is based on the idea that the e�ect of an environment � can be
mimicked by a characteristic substitution f� that precisely satis�es ��

� Recursion congruence

We have seen that substitution congruence is quite a strong property� it im�
plies the standard notion of congruence w�r�t� the operators of a signature
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see Example ���� On the other hand� substitution congruence does not imply
binder congruence� In this section� we investigate congruence with respect to
the rec�binder� operationally de�ned by R�� We call this property recursion
congruence� In doing this� we return from the general setting of conditional
transition systems� used in the previous section� to the more speci�c case of
recursion�based CTSSs�

It turns out� somewhat surprisingly� that closed�instance bisimilarity is
not recursion congruent for all transition systems generated by recursion�based
CTSSs� The problem lies in the potential look�ahead allowed in the hypotheses
of our operator rules� If we forbid look�ahead by requiring src � � tgt � � 	
for all operator rules 
see R��� �ci becomes recursion congruent� On the
other hand� both hypothesis�based bisimilarity relations are always recursion
congruent�

Theorem ��� Let S be a recursion�based CTSS� and regard TS�

�i� �ci is a recursion congruence if the operator rules of S have no look�ahead�
�ii� �fh and �hp are recursion congruences�

To prove Theorem ��� for �ci� one can show that the relation

R � f
v�rec x� t�x�� v�rec x� u�x�� j t �ci ug

forms a subset of �ci then t �ci u implies

rec x� t � x�rec x� t�x� �ci x�rec x� u�x� � rec x� u �

It turns out that R itself is not a bisimulation relation however� it does
satisfy the condition of bisimulation up to �ci described in �������� for any
v�rec x� t�x� �� t�� there is a v�rec x� u�x� �� u� such that �u��� t� R u�� �ci u��
The proof that this condition holds is an induction on the derivation depth of
the initial transitions of v�rec x� t�x�� However� if there is look�ahead in the
hypotheses of an operator� the induction hypothesis has to be applied to non�
initial transition as well thus� the proof technique breaks down� The following
example shows that �ci may indeed fail to be a congruence for operators whose
behaviour relies on look�ahead�

Example ��
 Consider a recursion�based CTSS with an operator for deter�
minisation� This is de�ned using a family of negative action pre�x operators
���� � a�determinisation� denoted 

 ��a� and and the left�merge operator known
from ACP �cf� 
���� denoted cc 

� x �� x�� x� �� x�� � ����x �� x��

� x a� x� � 

x��a 
a� 

a���x��a

� x 
�
� x� � x cc y 

�
� x�jy

����t �predicts	 the behaviour of t after an initial �� in such a way that
any choice made during that initial ��transition is wiped out� For instance�
a���
a�� � a�b��� and b�� have bisimilar behaviours� Furthermore� 

t��a only
allows a�moves of t� but does not commit itself to any choices made during
such an a�move� instead� it inserts a negative a�pre�x� Consequently� 

t��a is
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deterministic� it is therefore equivalent to an for some n � N � f�g�

t � a��� 


x��a cc a��� �ci a��� 


x��a cc a��� � a�

x��a � u

This relation holds because the only subterm that could make a di�erence�
namely a�

x��a on the right hand side� for every closed instantiation t of x
equals one of the subterms on the left hand side� Either 

t��a is equivalent
to a�� in which case a�

t��a is simulated by a��� or 

t��a is equivalent to an

for some n � �� in which case a�

t��a is simulated by 

t��a cc a��� On the
other hand� rec x� t ��ci rec x� u The right hand side can do an in�nite
a�sequence� which cannot be matched by the left hand side� since a recursive
term can be unfolded only �nitely many times during a single transition� hence
at some depth� the a���branch must be chosen� �Note that this is essentially
the example showing that bisimilarity is not continuous� due to Park 
�����

The proof of Theorem ��� for �fh and �hp relies on open approximations�

reci x� t� if x � � then x else t�reci�� x� t�x�

rec
 x� t� freci x� t j i � Ng

Hence reci x�t is obtained by repeatedly 
viz� i times� substituting t for x� start�
ing with x� On the other hand� rec
 x�t is a set containing all the open approx�
imations� Furthermore� for �nite Y we use ft�Y g to abbreviate ft�y j y � Y g�
Now consider the following relation�

u �x�t v �� �#t� #f � #X � rec
 x� t� x �� var
#t�� u � #t�rec x� t� #X�� v � #t� #f �

Hence u �x�t v expresses that v �approaches� u in the sense that it can be
obtained from u by replacing certain subterms rec x� t of u by open approxi�
mants� The following lemma states the crucial behavioural relation between
such terms u and v�

Lemma �� Let u �x�t v� and let � � E such that x �� var ��

�i� If � j� u �� u�� then � j� v�reck x� t�x� �� v� and u� �x�t v
� for some

k � N�

�ii� If � j� v �� v�� then � j� u �� u� such that u� �x�t v
��

This is enough to prove recursion congruence for �fh� Assume t �fh u it
follows that reck x� t �fh reck x� u for all k � N � Now consider

R � f
t�� u�� j �t�� u�� t� �x�t t�� u� �x�u u�� t� �fh u�g

We prove this to be a formal hypothesis bisimulation relation� Assume t� R u�
and a pure � j� t� 

�� t�� hence x �� var ��

� Due to Lemma ������ there is a � j� t��rec
k x� t�x� �� t�� such that t

�
� �x�t t

�
�

� t� �
fh u� and rec

k x� t �fh reck x� u imply t��rec
k x� t�x� �fh u��rec

k x� u�x�

� Due to fh�bisimulation� there is a � j� u��rec
k x� u�x� �� u�� such that

t�� �
fh u��

� Due to Lemma ������ there is a � j� u� 
�� u�� such that u

�
� �x�u u

�
�

� By construction� t�� R u���
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Since x �fh x� rec x�t �x�t x and rec x�u �x�u x� it follows that rec x�t R rec x�u
this concludes the proof� The case of �hp is entirely analogous�

� Conclusions

There is a large amount of related work from di�erent �elds� some of which
we have already mentioned above�

Conditional transitions and hypothesis�based bisimulation�

Conditional transitions super�cially have much in common with Plotkin
style operational rules� We already discussed the similarities in Section �� for
us� an essential di�erence is the nature of the variables� which for operational
rules are meta�variables but for conditional transitions are term variables�
Nevertheless� it is also possible to de�ne formal hypothesis bisimilarity 
�fh��
on the basis of operational �ruloids� 
that is� proof fragments consisting of
several rule applications� with meta�variables rather than conditional transi�
tions with term variables� In fact� this was the original formulation in ���� and
has also been studied by Aceto� Bloom and Vaandrager in ��� 
who go into the
issue of equational proof systems for this relation�� As discussed in Section ��
this obviates the possibility to reason about open terms 
in the classical sense�
and binders like the recursion operator�

Vaandrager ���� proposes a combination of conditional transitions and op�
erational derivation rules in precisely the same relation as ours� In fact� his
setup is much more general than the one presented here� since he does not
restrict hypotheses to variables� but allows them to be terms� He then pro�
ceeds to de�ne �fh� and again studies its equational theory� Since ���� does
not consider binders� the issue of recursion congruence does not come up�

The same ideas occur in a di�erent setting in Larsen�s work with Xinxin
on the operational semantics of contexts �������� The context systems in ����
are easily seen to correspond to conditional transition systems� in the follow�

ing sense� each transduction C �a
�
�b

C � corresponds to a vector of conditional

transitions � j� ti 
ai� t�i for � � i � j�aj� where � � fxj 

bj� x�j j � � j � j�bjg

with all xj� x
�
j distinct� such that C
x�� � � � � xj�bj� � �t and C �
x��� � � � � x

�
j�bj
� � �t��


Alternatively� one can interpret transductions as vectors of De Simone�format
ruloids�� Context bisimulation then precisely corresponds to �fh !and� due to
the restrictive setting� which makes it impossible that old hypotheses can be
re�used� also to hypothesis�preserving bisimilarity 
�hp� see Footnote �� An
important characteristic is that the format of transductions prevents copies of
�old� variables from the source term to remain in the target term of a tran�
sition 
i�e�� the t�i may contain none of the xj�� which makes it impossible to
capture general recursion !the encoding presented in ��� does not seem to be
adequate for our purpose�

An characterisation of open terms as tiles has been proposed by Gadducci
and Montanari in ����� The corresponding operational semantics uni�es the

�"
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principles of the contexts in ���� with the principles of conditional rewriting
in ����� They also de�ne the notion of �fh in this setting� Although we �nd
that the full generality of the tile formalism is not easy to judge� this approach
seems to share the characteristics of the context format� in that �fh and �hp

coincide�

The formulation of �hp seems to be new� Although its de�nition is more
complex than that of �fh� a strong argument in its favour is the alternative
characterisation as substitutive bisimilarity� It would be interesting to com�
pare the two relations on the basis of their equational theories�

Functional and higher�order calculi�

Bisimilarity� developed in the setting of �classical� process algebra� has
been extended to other �elds as well� Among these are higher order formalisms
such as the ��calculus 
cf� ����� and higher�order calculi 
cf� ������ Especially
the latter depends crucially on term variables� which can be bound as a result
of communication� In fact� input action pre�x turns from an ordinary oper�
ator into a binder� As a consequence� a naive extension of the usual notion
for bisimilarity to this setting results in a relation that is not a congruence�
Sangiorgi has extensively studied this problem in ���� he shows that a major
criterion for bisimulation to give rise to a congruence is a notion of substitu�
tivity very much like the one underlying our substitutive bisimilarity 
�sb��
The di�erence mainly seems due to the fact that ���� takes the closed�instance
approach� de�ning bisimulation directly over closed terms only�

Another �eld where bisimulation has recently gained a foothold is that
of functional calculus� see� e�g�� ����������� Again� the operational semantics
and bisimilarity are de�ned over closed terms� and extended to open terms
using the closed�instance de�nition� Here� too� substitutivity is a necessary
condition for bisimilarity to be a congruence�

It would seem that in both settings described above� the coarsest congru�
ences within �ci and �sb 
extended appropriately� coincide� or are at least
much closer than in the �classical� case� If so� then 
given the coincidence
of �sb and �hp� it might be worthwhile to adapt the principle of conditional
transitions to those formalisms� This is an area for further study�

Recursion congruence�

The issue of recursion congruence for bisimulation seems to have received
scant attention in the literature� 
 One of the few results appears to be the
congruence proof for the speci�c CCS signature in ����� which is based on the
technique of up�to bisimulation 
cf� ������ The same basic technique 
albeit in
a di�erent formulation� is used in the congruence proofs for the functional cal�
culi mentioned above� We have shown in Section � that there are limitations to
this technique� which prevent its application as soon as there is look�ahead in

� Note that for other implementation relations	 such as trace inclusion and testing pre
orders	 that give rise to complete partial orders in which the recursion combinator constructs
the minimal 
xpoint	 recursion congruence is an automatic consequence�

��
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the hypotheses of an operator rule� The hypothesis�based relations give rise to
a very di�erent proof technique using open approximations� In another paper
����� we have chosen �sb over �ci for a similar reason� there� we consider an
indexed implementation relation that is neither re	exive nor transitive� which
also causes the up�to technique to fail� whereas the open approximations still
allow us to prove recursion congruence for that relation� 
To be historically
accurate� that paper led to the research reported here��

Extensions�

Summarising� this paper raises several questions that deserve looking into�

� It would be interesting to study the equational theory of �hp� as well as de�
cision algorithms� and compare the results with those for �fh� as 
partially�
reported in �������

� In line with the SOS formats de�ned for operators� which guarantee con�
gruence of 
standard� bisimilarity 
see ���������� one could try to formulate
a format for binder rules that guarantees� �rstly� the completeness of the
resulting 
conditional� transition systems� and secondly� the congruence of
the various bisimulation relations with respect to the resulting binders� A
starting point could be �"�� which considers binder rules� in a more general
setting than ours� in order to study conservativity of signature extensions�

� It might be useful to apply the idea of conditional transitions to the func�
tional and higher�order process calculi mentioned above� and investigate if
they provide additional insight in the various bisimilarity relations being
proposed in that setting 
see ������������

� Our environments only include assumptions about the existence of transi�
tions� A natural step is to extend them with negative assumptions in the line
of �������� epressing the absence of transitions� or with arbitrary predicates
in the line of the panth format 
cf� ������
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